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H.F. 2930, H2930DE1 
List of Bills Included 

Article 1: Department of Human Services Health Care 

Section Bill Author Description 

1 2900 Governor/ 
Liebling 

Requires health insurers to comply with federal third-
party liability requirements. 

2, 28 2900 Governor/ 
Liebling  

Extends the use of audio-only communication for 
telehealth, from July 1, 2023, through July 1, 2025. 

3, 7 210, 
amended 

Bahner Requires MA to reimburse hospitals for long-acting 
reversible contraceptives provided immediately 
postpartum, effective January 1, 2024. Also requires 
hospitals and primary care providers to provide 
information on contraceptive options. 

4 2900 Governor/ 
Liebling 

Removes the authority for DHS, counties, and Tribes to 
recover overpayments as a result of client error. 

5 2900 Governor/ 
Liebling 

Provides that the base years for the July 1, 2023, 
rebasing of hospital payment rates are calendar years 
2018 and 2019 (COVID-related adjustment). 

6 2900 Governor/ 
Liebling 

Updates the rate methodology for long-term acute care 
hospitals, to mirror methodology used for critical access 
hospitals. 

8, 20, 27 1574 Bierman Expands MA coverage of tobacco and nicotine cessation 
services. Allows competitive bidding for quitline services. 
Eliminates MinnesotaCare cost-sharing for tobacco and 
nicotine cessation services. 

9 2900 Governor/ 
Liebling 

Provides MA coverage for persons under age 26 who 
were in foster care at age 18 and enrolled in another 
state’s Medicaid program. 

10 898, 
amended 

Bierman Expands adult dental coverage under MA, effective 
January 1, 2024. 

11, 12 1159 
2900 

Fischer/ 
Governor 

Expands membership of the DHS Formulary Committee 
(H.F. 1159). Provides that the committee does not 
expire, and also makes the cost of dispensing survey 
ongoing (H.F. 2900). 
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13 2900 Governor/ 
Liebling 

Allows the commissioner to enter into value-based 
purchasing arrangements with drug manufacturers, for 
MA and MinnesotaCare. 

14, 26, 30 91, 2nd 
engrossment 

Liebling Provides that MA covers medically necessary abortions. 
Also eliminates the limitations on abortion coverage 
under MinnesotaCare. Also repeals a related rule 
provision. 

15, 16 239, 
amended 

Reyer Provides MA coverage of respite and end-of-life care for 
recipients under age 21 provided in a hospice facility that 
is not Medicare-certified, using state-only funds if a 
federal match is not obtained. 

17 2900 Governor 
/Liebling 

Allows doula agencies and individual treating doulas to 
be reimbursed directly by DHS. 

18 2900 Governor/ 
Liebling 

Allows Indian Health Services facilities and certain Tribal 
health centers to enroll as a Tribal federally qualified 
health center (FQHC), and to be reimbursed under an 
alternative payment method. 

19 2077 Bierman Provides MA coverage for seizure detection devices, 
effective January 1, 2024. 

21 2081, 
amended 

Acomb Provides MA coverage for recuperative care services 
effective January 1, 2024, for persons experiencing 
homelessness. 

22 2900 Governor/ 
Liebling 

Requires providers affiliated with governmental entities 
that receive supplemental payments as part of an 
intergovernmental transfer arrangement to provide the 
information necessary to compute the supplemental 
payments to DHS within 24 months of a request. 

23 2900 Governor/ 
Liebling 

Removes the managed care plan performance withholds 
that are in statute. 

24 2900 Governor/ 
Liebling 

Allows the commissioner to reimburse providers for the 
cost of metabolic disorder testing of newborns who are 
MA recipients, when this is done outside of a hospital or 
freestanding birth center. 

25 2900 Governor/ 
Liebling 

Effective January 1, 2024, increases payment rates for 
family planning and abortion services by 10%. 
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29 1814 Reyer Directs the commissioner to establish a dental home 
pilot project by July 1, 2024. 

Article 2: Health Care Affordability and Delivery 

Section Bill Author Description 

1-8 2202, 
amended 

Reyer Requires MDH to establish the Health Care Affordability 
Commission and a related advisory council. Requires the 
commission to set annual health care spending growth 
targets by June 15, 2024, for a five-year period. Allows 
the commission to require health care entities to file and 
comply with performance improvement plans. 

9, 22-29 96, amended Long Allows persons with incomes above the current 
MinnesotaCare income limit to enroll in the program 
under the public option, effective January 1, 2027. 
Requires DHS to submit an implementation plan by 
January 15, 2025. Also makes undocumented persons 
eligible for MinnesotaCare effective January 1, 2025. 
Provides a transitional state cost-sharing reduction for 
gold plans. 

10 693, 
amended 

Fischer Establishes a direct payment system for families and 
children under MA and all MinnesotaCare enrollees, 
effective January 1, 2027. Enrollees would receive 
services through fee-for-service, county-based 
purchasing plans, and county-owned HMOs. Requires 
DHS to present an implementation plan to the legislature 
by January 15, 2025. 

11, 13, 17, 
21 

1752, 
amended 

Liebling Carves out prescription drugs from managed care 
contracts, effective January 1, 2026 (contingent upon 
certification of the new claims system). Also increases 
payment to disproportionate share and critical access 
hospitals to compensate for potential 340B drug 
program revenue losses, and requires managed care 
plans to pay a dispensing fee equal to the fee-for-service 
dispensing fee. 

12 2286, 1st 
engrossment, 
§ 2 

Noor Provides MA continuous eligibility: 12 months for 
children under age 19 (effective January 1, 2024) and 12 
months for children 19 to 21, and children under age 6 
may remain eligible until they turn 6 (effective January 1, 
2025). 
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14, 15 1030, 
amended 

Liebling Eliminates MA cost-sharing, effective January 1, 2024. 

16, 18-20 816 Hicks Allows MA enrollees to opt out of managed care 
enrollment, effective January 1, 2024. 

30 2202, 
amended 

Reyer Requires MDH to contract for an analysis of the 
Minnesota Health Plan, the MinnesotaCare public 
option, the direct payment system, and other reform 
models, and the development of an analytic tool. 
Requires the contractor to report to the commissioner 
and legislature by January 15, 2026, and to make an 
analytic tool available to MDH by that date, to be used 
for future analyses. 

Article 3: Department of Health 

Section Bill Author Description 

1 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: adds Tribal Nations to the entities 
with which the commissioner may cooperate during 
disasters to protect public health. 

2, 59, 80, 
116-118, 
133, 178, 
181, 202 
(portion), 
203 
(portion) 

91, 2nd 
engrossment, 
with changes 

Liebling Repeals or amends certain statutes governing abortions; 
makes conforming changes. 

3, 72 2422 Her Establishes a tobacco use prevention account, requires 
certain settlement proceeds to be deposited in the 
account, and appropriates money in the account to the 
commissioner for tobacco use prevention activities. 

4 2621 Schomacker Modifies requirements for when the commissioner must 
notify a provider following a review of a major spending 
commitment. 

5 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: requires the commissioner to 
assess the feasibility of developing a statewide electronic 
directory of health care providers. 
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6, 21-27 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: requires health plan companies and 
providers to comply with the federal No Surprises Act, 
authorizes enforcement by the commissioners of health 
and commerce, and modifies provisions governing 
balance billing, continuity of care, and reviews of adverse 
determinations. 

7-20, 203 
(portion) 

2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: modifies the Prescription Drug 
Price Transparency Act by changing reporting 
requirements and requiring additional entities to report 
certain data on prescription drugs to the commissioner. 

28-33, 195 926, 2nd 
engrossment 

Elkins Changes to the all-payer claims database. Requires 
submission of data on dental claims and prices with 
dental providers, requires third-party administrators to 
provide certain notices to self-insurers, requires 
submission of nonclaims-based payments data, and 
modifies uses of data. Also requires a study on 
transparency of health care payments. 

34 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: reinstates in statute the Advisory 
Council on Water Supply Systems and Wastewater 
Treatment Facilities. 

35-37, 
126, 127 

2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: lead testing and remediation. 
Modifies requirements for schools to test water in their 
buildings for lead and perform remediation, establishes a 
grant program for lead remediation in schools and child 
care settings, requires child care settings to test water 
for lead and perform remediation. 

38 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: Minnesota One Health 
antimicrobial stewardship initiative. Establishes an 
initiative to provide education about the use of 
antibiotics, develop strategies for proper prescribing of 
antibiotics, and prevent transmission of antimicrobial-
resistant microbes. 

39 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: comprehensive Drug Overdose and 
Morbidity Prevention Act, including prevention activities, 
epidemiologic investigations and surveillance, and other 
activities to monitor, address, and prevent drug 
overdoses. 

40 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: directs the commissioner to 
establish a cultural communications program. 
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41-43 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: establishes an Office of African 
American Health, an African American Health State 
Advisory Council, and a grant program to address health 
disparities impacting African Americans. 

44-45 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: establishes an Office of American 
Indian Health and a grant program to address health 
disparities impacting American Indians. 

46 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: establishes a hospital fee and 
dedicates the revenue to trauma hospital designations. 

47 1491 Quam Modifies membership of the Rural Health Advisory 
Committee. 

48-52, 79, 
132 

1700, 1st 
engrossment, 
as amended 

Feist Keeping Nurses at the Bedside Act: establishes loan 
forgiveness for hospital nurses enrolled in the federal 
Public Student Loan Forgiveness program, modifies loan 
forgiveness for nurses who agree to teach, modifies 
cross-references. 

53-56, 
183-184 

2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: health care workforce initiatives. 
Establishes a loan forgiveness program for providers 
practicing in a designated rural area that is also a 
shortage area; establishes grants for rural and 
underserved clinical rotations or clinical training 
experiences; establishes grants for rural primary care 
residency training programs; establishes grants for 
clinical health care training; modifies eligibility for mental 
health grants for health care professionals and extends 
availability of 2022 appropriation. 

57-58 2050 Liebling Updates and clarifies processes for establishing fetal 
death records and requesting certificates of birth 
resulting in stillbirth. 

60-61 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Specifies when birth record surcharges and vital records 
surcharges collected by the state registrar or local 
issuance offices must be submitted to the commissioner 
of management and budget. 

62 905 Youakim Allows a minor age 16 or older to consent to 
nonresidential mental health services. 

63-71 1356, 
amended 

Jordan Defines terms and establishes requirements for 
classifying water service lines for purposes of lead 
service line inventories and replacement plans. 
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73, 83-85, 
203 
(portion) 

1679, 
amended 

Hemmingsen-
Jaeger 

Requires hospitals to comply with the physical 
environment requirements in the Facility Guidelines 
Institute’s Guidelines for Design and Construction of 
Hospitals, and repeals rules governing physical 
environment requirements for hospitals. 

74 1700, 1st 
engrossment, 
as amended 

Feist Keeping Nurses at the Bedside Act: establishes additional 
requirements for preparedness and incident response 
action plans to acts of violence that are established and 
implemented by hospitals. 

75-77 2599, 
amended, 
with changes 

Reyer Requires hospitals to screen patients for eligibility for 
certain health coverage or assistance; requires hospitals 
to certify compliance with certain requirements before 
referring an account to a debt collection agency; 
establishes requirements for hospital billing of certain 
uninsured patients. 

78, 182, 
196, 197 

402, 2nd 
engrossment 

Bierman Establishes requirements for notice and review of certain 
health care entity transactions; extends the moratorium 
on conversion transactions by nonprofit HMOs and 
nonprofit service plan corporations; requires the return 
of certain charitable assets to the general fund; 
authorizes a study on regulating nonprofit and for-profit 
HMO transactions. 

81 52 Richardson Requires health care facilities and providers to allow a 
designated support person to be present with a pregnant 
patient receiving services. 

82, 87-94, 
192, 202 
(portion)  

1700, 1st 
engrossment, 
amended 

Feist Keeping Nurses at the Bedside Act: requires hospitals to 
establish certain staffing committees, develop and 
implement core staffing plans, and post certain 
information related to staffing; requires the 
commissioner to grade hospitals on compliance with 
core staffing plans; prohibits retaliation against nurses 
who decline to take additional patient assignments. 

86, 202 
(portion) 

1329, 1st 
engrossment 

Carroll Authorizes the cancer reporting system to share certain 
data with cancer registries in other states and with 
national registries. 

95, 188, 
189 

1700, 1st 
engrossment, 
amended 

Feist Keeping Nurses at the Bedside Act: modifies 
requirements for adverse health event reporting, 
requires the commissioner to analyze and report on links 
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between adverse events and understaffing, requires a 
nursing workforce report. 

96 92 Jordan Modifies the definition of elevated blood lead level in the 
Lead Poisoning Prevention Act. 

97-105 1447, 
amended 

Jordan Amends provisions in the Lead Poisoning Prevention Act 
defining certain types of lead work and activities that 
may be conducted with or without a license or 
certification to perform lead work. 

106 2231 Perryman Changes to provisions governing nursing home change of 
ownership. 

107, 108, 
177 

2232, 
amended 

Perryman Technical changes to provisions governing nursing home 
rates for construction projects approved as exceptions to 
the moratorium on nursing home construction. 

109-112 2052, 
amended 

Liebling Modifies requirements for home care provider surveys 
conducted by the Department of Health. 

113-115 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: authorizes fines against assisted 
living facilities and specifies uses of the fines collected. 

119, 179, 
180 

2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: establishes requirements for the 
988 suicide and crisis lifeline and provides funding with 
988 telecommunication fees and prepaid wireless 988 
fees. 

120, 121 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: modifies authorization for 
administrative costs under the home visiting program for 
pregnant women and families with young children; 
authorizes home visiting services for priority populations. 

122 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: authorizes grants for school-based 
health centers. 

123 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: authorizes grants to organizations 
to assist with HIV/AIDS outbreaks. 

124, 203 
(portion) 

2930, 
amended, 
with changes 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: modifications to the family 
planning grants program. 

125 639, 1st 
engrossment, 
with changes; 

Bahner; 
Liebling 

Establishes in statute the community solutions for 
healthy child development grant program. 
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also 2930, 
amended, 
with changes 

128 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: establishes in statute the Health 
Equity Advisory and Leadership (HEAL) Council. 

129-131 2930, 
amended  

Liebling Governor’s proposal: establishes requirements for 
funding foundational public health responsibilities 
performed by community health boards and Tribes. 

134-144, 
146-176 

2038, 
amended 

Hemmingsen-
Jaeger 

Modifies statutes governing hearing aid dispensing to 
conform with federal rules on sales of over-the-counter 
hearing aids. 

145 1465, 
amended 

Koegel Expands the individuals authorized to administer opiate 
antagonists, to include any school personnel and 
licensed practical nurses in a school setting. 

185 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s initiative: establishes an adolescent mental 
health promotion grant program. 

186 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s initiative: establishes a program to advance 
health equity through grants for capacity building in 
organizations serving diverse communities. 

187 1296, 
amended 

Reyer Critical access dental infrastructure program. 

190 51, amended, 
with changes 

Richardson Emmett Louis Till victims recovery program: grants for 
programs to address the health and wellness needs of 
persons who experienced trauma and their families. 

191 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: establishes the healthy beginnings, 
healthy families program. Establishes a perinatal quality 
collaborative, establishes a program to prevent infant 
mortality, provides for screening and follow-up services 
for young children, establishes a model jail practices 
program to support children and incarcerated parents. 

193 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: long COVID program. Authorizes 
community assessments and epidemiologic 
investigations and authorizes grants and contracts to 
provide information and support to survivors of long 
COVID. 
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194 1940 Bierman Removes the sunset for the Palliative Care Advisory 
Council and modifies terms of current council members. 

198 474 Huot Study and implementation of a statewide registry for 
provider orders for life-sustaining treatment. 

199 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s initiative: program to provide vaccines to 
uninsured and underinsured adults. 

200 1494, 
2749 

Frederick, 
Wolgamott 

Workplace safety grants program for health care entities 
and human services providers. 

201 2099, with 
changes 

Richardson Task Force on Pregnancy Health and Substance Use 
Disorders. 

203 
(portion) 

2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: repealers not listed above. Repeals 
required reports on projected and actual spending on 
certain health indicators and transfers based on those 
reports. Repeals the positive alternatives grant program. 

Article 4: Medical Education and Research Costs 

Section Bill Author Description 

1-10 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: modifies the medical education and 
research costs (MERC) program to comply with federal 
rules 

Article 5: Health-Related Licensing Boards 

Section Bill Author Description 

1, 2, 7 449 Huot Requires the EMS Regulatory Board to provide grants to 
medical resource communication centers. 

3-5 621, 
amended 

Huot Requires ambulances to carry opiate antagonists, and 
authorizes ambulance service personnel to administer 
opiate antagonists. 

6 141 Huot Increases the maximum amounts an ambulance service 
may receive for the education costs of volunteer 
ambulance attendants. 
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8-14, 29 2494 Coulter Makes technical and policy changes to statutes 
governing physician, physician assistant, and 
acupuncture licensure and practice. 

15 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: establishes a licensure verification 
fee for dieticians and nutritionists. 

16 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: modifies licensure and application 
fees for marriage and family therapists and associate 
marriage and family therapists. 

17 1486, 1st 
engrossment 

Frederick Allows a former student to continue to practice alcohol 
and drug counseling for 90 days after the former student 
receives a degree or the date of last credit received. 

18-21 279 Her Allows the Board of Dentistry to charge a fee to provide 
a mailing address list; also makes technical corrections to 
the dental licensing chapter. 

22 1197, with 
changes 

Bahner Allows a pharmacist to delegate authority to administer 
vaccines to a pharmacy technician or pharmacist intern 
who meets certain requirements. 

23-27 2930, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: modifies licensure and registration 
fees collected by the Board of Pharmacy. 

28 1032 Bierman Renames the prescription drug repository program as 
the medication repository program and establishes 
requirements for a contract with a central repository to 
administer the program. 

Article 6: Background Studies 

Section Bill Author Description 

1, 6, 7, 10, 
33-36 

2900, 
amended 

Liebling  Governor’s proposal: classifying information about 
reasons for disqualification and denial of set-aside as 
private data; corresponding changes in chapter 245C. 

2, 3, 8, 27, 
38 

2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: maltreatment and state licensing 
agency checks and criminal history checks for guardians 
and conservators. 

4, 11, 37 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: background study electronic access 
to notices; document access through applicant portal. 
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5, 12 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: public law background studies for 
MSOP direct contact employees. 

9 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: contact information update 
requirements. 

13 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: automatic DHS fee increase 
commensurate with Bureau of Criminal Apprehension 
fee increases. 

14-31 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: $2 background study fee increases. 

32 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: Tribal adoption and foster care 
background study fee recovery and deposit. 

39 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Repealing provisions related to public law background 
studies, and guardian and conservator studies. 

Article 7: Behavioral Health 

Section Bill Author Description 

1-12 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: modifying mental health provider 
licensing and qualifications, documentation, assessment, 
treatment plan, and medication storing requirements in 
chapter 245I. 

13, 25 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: modifying local agency substance 
use disorder allocation purpose and cap on payments; 
evaluation of ongoing need for allocations. 

14 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: adding hospitals, federally qualified 
health centers, and rural health clinics as eligible vendors 
of comprehensive assessments for substance use 
disorder. 

15 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: children’s residential treatment 
provider room and board vendor eligibility. 

16 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: transition to community 
modifications. 

17, 23 1198, 2nd 
engrossment 

Hanson Adding assertive community treatment (ACT) eligibility 
criteria for persons receiving and eligible for youth ACT 
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services who turned 21 years of age; allowing ACT 
provider continuity for young adults until age 27.  

18 1683, 1st 
engrossment 

Bierman Allowing specified MA intensive services providers to 
include staffing and capital costs in prospective cost-
based rate-setting methodology. 

19, 20 1198, 2nd 
engrossment 

Hanson, J. Requiring training specific to families and children for 
mental health crisis services providers. 

21 1683, 1st 
engrossment 

Bierman Allowing shared site settings for services related to but 
distinctly separate from psychiatric residential treatment 
services. 

22 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: psychiatric residential treatment 
facility start-up and capacity-building grants. 

24 346, 
amended 

Reyer  Temporary 4% bridging rate increase for outpatient MA 
and MinnesotaCare services included in rate analysis; 
expiring when new rate methodology implemented. 

26 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: mental health adult day treatment 
rate increase. 

27 2900, 
amended 

Liebling Governor’s proposal: behavioral health fund room and 
board rate schedule update to include children’s 
residential facility placements not under chapters 260C 
or 260D. 

Article 8: Department of Human Services Policy 

Section Bill Author Description 

1 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: removing intensive community 
rehabilitative services from adult mental health grant 
eligible services. 

2 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: inserting cross-reference 

3 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: codifying cultural and ethnic minority 
infrastructure grant program. 
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From H.F. 2058 (Hassan): adding interpreter services in 
residential mental health treatment facilities to list of 
allowable grant activities. 

4-7 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling DHS policy bill: codifying existing grant programs. 

8, 9 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: listing authorized uses of grant funds and 
program outcomes for transition to community initiative  

10-13 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: moving definition of “medical assistance 
room and board rate” from section 256I.03, subdivision 
6; making conforming changes. 

14 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: defining “date of application” in chapter 
governing general assistance. 

15 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: modifying general assistance application 
requirements and timeline for first month’s grant. 

16 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: modifying definition of “supportive 
housing.” 

17 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: defining “date of application” in housing 
support statutes. 

18 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: modifying date of eligibility for housing 
support payments. 

19 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: modifying housing support application 
requirements. 

20 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: adding multi-Tribal collaboratives to 
community living infrastructure grants. 

21 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: modifying “date of application” in MFIP 
statutes. 
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22, 23 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: Makes conforming changes to MFIP and 
diversionary work program (DWP) application 
requirements related to changes in statutes for 
economic assistance eligibility and verification. 

24 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: defines “date of application” in chapter 
governing economic assistance eligibility and verification. 

25 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  DHS policy bill: outlines application requirements for 
programs governed by the economic assistance eligibility 
and verification chapter. 

26 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  Revisor instruction to renumber subdivisions. 

27 2050, 1st 
engrossment, 
article 2 

Liebling  Repealer: section 256I.03, subd. 6 (moved in section 10 
of the article). 

Article 9: Department of Human Services Operations Policy 

Section Bill Author Description 

1 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: applies the data practices that 
govern licensing to specified programs. 

2 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: modifies MNsure navigator 
background study requirements. 

3 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: makes clarifying changes related to 
background studies for educator and administrator 
licenses. 

4 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: expands definition of “controlling 
individual” for purposes of DHS licensing. 

5 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: modifies the definition of “owner” 
for purposes of DHS licensing. 

6 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: requires license applicants to 
provide an e-mail address that will be made public. 
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7 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: requires licensees to include public 
e-mail addresses; adds circumstances under which DHS is 
prohibited from issuing or reissuing a license. 

8 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: requires license holders to 
document a background study subject’s first direct 
contact with a person served by the program. 

9 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: modifies DHS process for 
determining licensing sanction after a final order 
affirming an immediate suspension. 

10 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: allows DHS to suspend a license if a 
person served by a program is at risk of harm while there 
are ongoing investigations or judicial proceedings for 
determining a final licensing sanction. 

11 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: makes technical conforming 
changes. 

12 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: makes technical conforming 
changes. 

13 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: removes language related to family 
child care background studies performed by county or 
private agencies. 

14 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: prohibits a license or certification 
holder from using a prone restraint on any person in the 
program except under specified circumstances. 

15 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: clarifies that a child care contractor 
is a background study subject if the contractor is 
providing services for hire in the program. 

16 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: modifies the definition of “entity” 
for purposes of background studies. 

17 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: adds a definition of “employee” for 
background study purposes. 

18 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: adds a definition of “volunteer” for 
background study purposes. 

19 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: makes technical conforming 
changes. 
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20 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: adds a reference to Bureau of 
Criminal Apprehension consent and self-disclosure for 
purposes of background studies. 

21 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: requires specified employment 
agencies to employ the individuals providing direct care 
services and applies requirements to these individuals. 

22 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: makes technical conforming 
changes. 

23 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: provides that DHS is not liable for 
conducting background studies on specified individuals 
that have been submitted or not removed from the 
roster. 

24 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: adds reference to Bureau of 
Criminal Apprehension consent and self-disclosure for 
purposes of alternative background studies. 

25 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: adds criminal history disclosure 
form to alternative background study requirements. 

26 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: adds language allowing an 
acceptable form of identification as determined by the 
commissioner for background studies; clarifies 
requirements for background study subjects aged 18 or 
older and 17 or younger; adds criminal history disclosure 
form. 

27 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: modifies requirements and makes 
clarifying changes regarding fingerprint and photograph 
requirements and national criminal history checks for 
subjects aged 17 or younger. 

28 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: specifies that an entity with which 
the background study subject is seeking affiliation must 
initiate the NETStudy 2.0 background study. 

29 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: adds temporary personnel agencies 
to the list of agencies that are not allowed a single 
background study in one or more licensed programs. 

30 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: makes technical conforming 
change. 
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31 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: provides that DHS must recover the 
cost of any background studies initiated by a personnel 
pool agency. 

32 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: removes language stating that for 
specified foster care programs, if the commissioner 
grants a variance, the individual's consent is not required 
to disclose the reason for the disqualification to the 
license holder. 

33 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: removes a paragraph that exempts 
individuals submitting a study for specified programs 
from the requirement that the commissioner notify a 
health-related licensing board of a finding of 
substantiated maltreatment. 

34 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: removes the requirement for DHS 
to submit to the county or private agency that initiated 
the background study the dates of adoption-related 
background studies and the names of the agencies that 
conducted the studies. 

35 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: prohibits certified, license-exempt 
child care centers from using prone restraints on 
children. 

36 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: for mental health provider 
certification, adds language allowing the commissioner 
to require the applicant or certification holder to provide 
an e-mail address that will be made public. 

37 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: makes clarifying changes for 
appeals of inpatient hospital services determined to be 
medically unnecessary; specifies that the medical review 
agent shall make a recommendation to the 
commissioner, whose decision on reconsideration is final 
and not subject to appeal. 

38 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: removes language regarding 
appeals of reconsideration decisions for inpatient 
hospital services determined to be medically 
unnecessary; specifies that the commissioner's decision 
is appealable only by petition for writ of certiorari under 
chapter 606. 
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39 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: adds definition of “medical review 
agent” and specifies requirements for medical records 
reviews and administrative reconsiderations. 

40 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: makes a clarifying change. 

41 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: modifies sanctions under the MA 
program; expands individuals against whom DHS may 
impose sanctions; specifies meaning of “goods or 
services;” allows DHS to issue fines in place of or in 
addition to full monetary recovery of the value of 
specified claims. 

42 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: specifies that the commissioner’s 
access to medical records for fraud investigations must 
be in the manner and within the time prescribed by the 
commissioner; requires providers to make records 
available immediately to the commissioner upon 
request; specifies admissibility of records for evidentiary 
purposes. 

43 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: removes Department of Education 
from list of agencies for which DHS must provide to a 
court specified licensing agency data for guardianship 
and conservatorship purposes. 

44 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: instructs the revisor to reorganize 
section 245C.02 as necessary. 

45 2712 Fischer Governor’s proposal: repeals statutes and rules related 
to changes in this article. 

Article 10: Economic Assistance 

Section Bill Author Description 

1-4, 10 and 
11 

2900 Liebling Governor’s proposal: Addressing deep poverty. 

5-7 and 9 2900 Liebling Governor’s proposal: Recipient lived-experience 
engagement. 

8 2900 Liebling Governor’s proposal: Removing Tribal per capita 
payments from income calculations for economic 
assistance programs. 
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Article 11: Housing Supports 

Section Bill Author Description 

1 732 Her Modifies housing support countable income. 

2 2900 Liebling Governor’s proposal: housing support presumptive 
eligibility. 

Article 12: Miscellaneous 

Section Bill Author Description 

1-2, 13 390, 
amended 

Acomb Requires health plans to cover additional diagnostic 
services or testing after a mammogram, with no enrollee 
cost-sharing. 

3, 12 348, 1st 
engrossment 

Howard Limits cost-sharing for prescription drugs prescribed to 
treat chronic disease, and related medical supplies. 

4-7, 10, 11, 
14 

2041, 
amended 

Gomez Repeals a section of law that makes possession of drug 
paraphernalia a crime, makes conforming changes, and 
modifies provisions regarding the possession, control, 
and sale of hypodermic syringes or needles. 

8, 9 2705 Perez-Vega Allows an individual tax identification number to be used 
as valid identification for the emergency and continuing 
insulin programs. 
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